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  [2.33 pm] 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Now, Ms Scott, Ms McCallum, you’re for the Council 

again, Mr Carranceja and Ms Silcock for the Crown. 

 5 

MR CARRANCEJA:   Thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   Ms Marks, you are for Carters? 

 

MS MARKS:   Yes, sir. 10 

 

SJH:   Ms Appleyard, you are for the same group as this morning?  Are there 

any extra ones? 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   That is somewhat limited to not all of them.  So it is 15 

Orion and also Burwood Resource Recovery Park Limited in relation to 

this chapter. 

 

SJH:   Ms Robinson, Christ College, McVicar and University of Canterbury? 

 20 

MS ROBINSON:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  Is there any planner appearing on behalf of anybody? 

 

MR MILLAR:   Sir, Darryl Miller for the Christchurch Polytechnic. 25 

 

SJH:   Thank you. 

 

MS MCLEOD:   Ainsley McLeod for Transpower, sir. 

 30 

SJH:   Thank you.  Ms Doogue, is it, for the Regional Council? 

 

MS DOOGUE:   Yes, Jane Doogue, for the Regional Council. 

 

SJH:   Thank you, and submitters?  If you just give us your submitter number 35 

and your name please, if it’s an organisation the name of the 

organisation. 

 

MS DINGWALL:   Submitter number 663, Anne Dingwall (ph 1.28). 

 40 

SJH:   Thank you.  Any others?  Mr Mora? 

 

MR MORA:   Good morning, sir, afternoon. 2363 submitter and the Riccarton-

Wigram Community Board, sir. 

 45 

SJH:   Thank you. 
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MS……….:   Sorry, I was a late submitter and I only got told on Friday that 

my three submissions had been accepted.  I don’t know what my 

number is yet but name is Jamie Balkin. 

 5 

  [2.35 pm] 

 

SJH:   Thank you. 

 

MR KOH:   Morning, my name is James Koh, my submission number is 3990, 10 

thank you. 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  

 

MR BROUGHTON:   Thanks. My name is Bob Broughton, I am representing 15 

ourselves 3391, and Diane Luton 3384. 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Any others?  All right, thank you. Scope, definitions, Ms 

Scott, statement of evidence? 

 20 

MS SCOTT:  Yes, good afternoon, sir, I would just like to make one correction 

to paragraph 3 of the Council’s memorandum. 

 

SJH:   Yes. 

 25 

MS SCOTT:   That paragraph refers to the Panel’s decision 6 on Stage 1, the 

natural hazards’ proposal, that paragraph should also refer to decision 8 

of the Panel which is the decision on the planning maps for natural 

hazards Stage 1. 

 30 

SJH:   Thank you. Anything around statement of issues? 

 

MS SCOTT:   No, sir, nothing. 

 

SJH:  There was just the other matter, the identification of a number 35 

submitters, about 300, I think you said who have submitted on a matter 

we’ve already heard and decided, are you able to supply us with that 

list? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir, that is underway and will be with the secretariat by the 40 

end of today. 

 

SJH:   All right, thank you. 

 

MS SCOTT:   I understand - - -  45 
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SJH:   We really should have had that. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, I - - -  

 

SJH:   A little bit hamstrung without it. 5 

 

MS SCOTT:  I appreciate that, sir, and we will get that to you as soon as 

possible. 

 

 In terms of the scope of the remainder of the hearing, it is outlined and 10 

there has obviously been some certainty with the Crown’s 

memorandum clarifying the provisions that have been withdrawn 

regarding coastal hazards as well. 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Mr Carranceja? 15 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:  Sir, the Crown does support the suggestions in the 

Council’s memorandum, sir, including the natural hazard section of the 

central city proposal being heard as part of this proposal, sir. 

 20 

 One other thing I should just wish to mention is that there is a mention 

in the memorandum about strategic objective, 3.3.6 being heard as part 

of this, that is also supported, sir, thank you. 

 

SJH:   That is at paragraph 7? 25 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   Correct, sir. 

 

SJH:   Yes. The counsel have any issues with the statement of issues or any 

other matters in the memorandum?  Any planners or submitters? 30 

 

MS ROBINSON:  Sorry, sir, can I just clarify one issue in relation to issue 2 

and issue 4, they both relate to site specific amendments within the 

ponding and these are management areas. 

 35 

 They say that there will be – that this issue can also apply to 

“exceptions” as well as “amendments” to the planning maps, in our 

submission we sort that an exception may apply to certain areas, just 

clarifying that that is appropriately covered. 

 40 

SJH:   I am not quite sure what you are asking for. 

 

MS ROBINSON:   Essentially just checking that the statement of issues, as it is 

worded, can also rather than being limited to site specific amendments 

can also include site specific exceptions. 45 
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SJH:   Well we will direct it stands to exceptions as well. 

 

MS ROBINSON:   Thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   Anything from any submitters?  All right, well we will direct that the 5 

central city hazard matters and matters relating to strategic directions 

3.3.6 are heard in this Natural Hazard Stage 3 hearing. 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:  Thank you, sir. 

 10 

SJH:   Mediation was suggested, dates are 15 and 16 December. There can be 

informal mediation between submitters or represented parties before 

that and we would urge that, but the secretariat will put in place a 

timetable for mediations on 15 or 16 December.  Anybody that attends 

representing a party must have authority to bind that party at the 15 

mediation.  Expert conferencing topics – you need to go through the 

witnesses first? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes sir, I think that would be sensible. 

 20 

SJH:   We will go straight to that, do you have a list of witnesses? 

 

MS SCOTT: The Council’s witnesses are listed in paragraph 14 of the 

memorandum. 

 25 

  [2.40 pm] 

 

SJH:   So water planning.  Ms Brookland, is she the computer modeller? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, so the Council’s evidence where relevant from stage 1 will 30 

again be relied on. 

 

SJH:   So there will be cross-referencing to that - - - 

 

MS SCOTT:  Yes, sir, we won’t be re-filing evidence on the same. There are 35 

some additional and site specific submissions that the Council will need 

to respond to. 

 

SJH:   All right, thank you.  Mr Carranceja, the Crown? 

 40 

MR CARRANCEJA:   Sir, two witnesses, your Honour, it is a planner for the 

Crown and also a witness dealing with operational matters largely 

concentrating on earthworks, sir, thank you. 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  Ms Appleyard. 45 
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MS APPLEYARD:  In relation to Orion there will be company evidence and 

planning evidence.  In relation to Burwood Resource Recovery Park 

Limited the submission is really dealt with under a Special Purpose 

zone and this is really just a belts and braces if there are any 

consequence from amendment.  So it is probably best to deal with it as 5 

a part of that prehearing later in the week. 

 

SJH:   All right, thank you.  Ms Marks? 

 

MS MARKS:   Just a planner for Carter Group. 10 

 

SJH:   Thank you. Ms Robinson? 

 

MS ROBINSON:  A planner for the University of Canterbury and a planner for 

Christ College and (INDISTINCT 1.10) as well. 15 

 

SJH:   I presume you will look at sharing the planner? 

 

MS ROBINSON:  They are two separate issues and they have engaged 

separate planners for different parts of the hearing. 20 

 

SJH:   All right.  Ms Doogue, is the Regional Council planning to call any 

evidence? 

 

MS DOOGUE:   Sir, we are unlikely to call evidence but we may do with a 25 

river engineer or a planner. 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  Planners at the back, any witnesses? 

 

MS McLEOD:  Sir, Transpower may call a planning witness although it is 30 

highly likely that the matters can be resolved beforehand. 

 

SJH:   Thank you.   

 

MR……….: Sir, for the Polytechnic a very similar position, we think we 35 

should resolve it but if not a planner. 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  Ms Aston, you have just arrived, but you had better tell us 

who you are acting for. 

 40 

MS ASTON:   Yes, my apologies, sir, for lateness.  Representing Castle Rock, 

submitter 3554, and evidence from a planner and possibly an 

environmental engineer, thank you. 

 

SJH:   Mr Mora, is your group proposing to call evidence or any expert 45 

evidence? 
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MR MORA:   No expert witness other than myself, sir. 

 

SJH:   Well, you have been here enough now to be an expert, Mr Mora.  Any 

other submitters calling evidence themselves or calling expert 5 

evidence? Can I just point out at this stage that the Friend of the 

Submitter, a number of you I see have been here before so you will 

know Mr Ball.  He is here to assist you, not to give advice but to assist 

you on matters of process, filing of documents, the make-up of those 

documents and such like. If you need such advice I suggest you contact 10 

him here today before you leave, thank you.   

 

 Well, the expert conferencing it seems about all rolled into one, isn’t it, 

just separate out the planners and the other experts. 

 15 

MS SCOTT: Yes, well, I only jotted down planners and company 

representatives, sir. 

 

SJH:   Well, yes, but there are some here, engineers and such like that - - - 

 20 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, a possible environmental engineer. 

 

SJH:   So the Secretariat can put in place that expert conferencing, there should 

be one session for planners and if necessary one for environmental 

engineers or engineers generally I think is the easiest way. 25 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   You are the only one likely to call an economist, I don’t think anyone 

else indicated an economist.  All right, thank you.   30 

 

MR CARRANCEJA: Sir, if I may just make a suggestion regarding the 

planners.  The planners’ expert conferencing has in the past been rather 

problematic, I am wondering whether if instead of having planning 

conferencing per se that it becomes a further mediation session, sir. 35 

 

SJH:   I wonder why it is the planners that are problematic and other experts 

don’t seem to be, Mr Carranceja, it is a matter of - - - 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   I am not sure, sir, but it has worked - - - 40 

 

SJH:   - - - of some speculation on my part anyway. 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:  The planners with if you like representatives of the 

clients with authority to settle, sir, seems to have worked better in terms 45 
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of that type of conferencing instead of planning conferencing, sir.  I 

think with the other types of expert it does tend to be rather - - - 

 

SJH:   Well, it applies equally for expert conferencing or mediation, anyone 

who is there must have the authority to bind who they are representing. 5 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:  Yes, sir, I mean that is accepted. 

 

SJH:   So what are you suggesting? 

 10 

MR CARRANCEJA:  Sir, my suggestion is you still have the mediation as 

normal but in terms of the expert conferencing date, sir, still have 

expert conferencing in respect of, if you like, the technical experts but 

as a replacement for planners conferencing you turn that into a 

mediation session where the planners are also informed by the clients, 15 

sir. 

 

  [2.45 pm] 

 

SJH:   Well that has the potential to be an even bigger shambles I would have 20 

thought if they are there with the clients as well.  Or do you think the 

clients might keep them under better control? 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   Well I know it has worked in the past, sir, so it’s really 

just a suggestion now moving forward. 25 

 

SJH:  We’re prepared to give anything a go fro he feedback we’ve had, which 

doesn’t reflect well on the profession to be honest but there we are.  All 

right well we are prepared to do that, Mr Carranceja. The expert 

conferencing will be with technical experts, the planners will be in 30 

mediation with clients able to attend. 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   Thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   But it is different from the other mediation which is for everybody.  This 35 

is expert conferencing. 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   Correct, sir, thank you. 

 

SJH:   So people going to these sessions should always read the Environment 40 

Court requirements before they go.  Redline version by 24 November? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   The due date, sorry the Council’s evidence 21 January. 45 
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MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir. 

 

SJH:   Submitter 2 February, rebuttal evidence by 11 February.  Any parties 

seeking to apply for leave for cross examination should do so by noon 

on 15 February.  The period, the time for cross examination will be 10 5 

minutes. Anyone who believes that is not long enough are welcome to 

apply for a longer time giving reasons why they require that time.  Pre-

circulation of evidence – if it is to be served by the website it is 

required by 3 pm on the due date.  A reminder as we have done earlier 

in the day, the onus of obligation to serve does not shift to the 10 

secretariat, it remains with the parties.   

 

 If there are any late documents they must be accompanied by leave to 

file and reasons for the delay.  As with all of our hearings, the evidence 

will be pre-read. The witnesses are expected to give a highlights 15 

package limited to 10 minutes. Some witnesses may require longer.  If 

that is the case then they apply for leave setting out the reasons.  Again 

the expert witnesses need not repeat what evidence they’ve given in 

earlier hearings, it should be a cross-reference. 

 20 

 As with all other hearings, we expect a brief legal opening.  If parties 

are represented in person rather than just relying on written opening 

submissions they need to give the secretariat three working days.  If the 

submissions, either closing or opening, are longer than three pages we 

need a contents page.  Closing legal, they may be in writing if parties 25 

so choose or the parties may attend and counsel may address us in 

person.  We will set a timetable around that when we get to the hearing. 

 

 The predicted date for three days is 24 to 26 February.  Now we note at 

paragraph 13 of your memoranda Ms Scott that there are a number of 30 

submitters apparently submitting on the flooding that was decided in 

stage 1, those parties once we receive your list will be notified because 

on its face it is not within scope.  We will give them five working days 

to file a memoranda to indicate why they consider they are in scope and 

give you three days to reply Ms Scott. 35 

 

MS SCOTT:   Thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   Now do you have anything else? 

 40 

MS SCOTT:   No that’s – just one point in terms of the technical conferencing, 

to assist the Secretariat in terms of putting a timetable together for that 

day, as soon as we know exactly which technical experts the submitters 

will be calling, that would assist the Council, I wonder if there will be 

any value in including in the pre-hearing report a direction that 45 

submitters let the secretariat know who they - - -  
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SJH:   Well I think rather than that that parties that have indicated they are 

calling experts, are to supply the secretariat and the Council with the 

names of those experts within five working days. 

 5 

MS SCOTT:   That is much appreciated, thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   Thank you.  Anything, Mr Carranceja? 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   No, thank you, sir. 10 

 

SJH:   Ms Appleyard? 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   No, sir. 

 15 

SJH:   Ms Marks? 

 

MS MARKS:   No sir. 

 

SJH:  Ms Robinson? Regional Council?  Any of the planners?  Any submitters, 20 

or have any submitters got any questions about the process? 

 

MR MORA:  No, not at this stage, but I presume a memorandum will come 

from this hearing today? 

 25 

SJH:   The usual report with directions will be made, Mr Mora - - - 

 

MR MORA:   Thank you, sir. 

 

SJH:   - - - and will be posted online.  Thank you.  All right, thank you all very 30 

much.  We will adjourn until 4.00 pm. 

 

ADJOURNED [2.50] 


